The Joseph M. Bryan Foundation has made a $1 million gift to support the Bryan Scholars and Fellows Program, which funds undergraduate and graduate education for some of the school’s most promising students. The Bryan Scholarships and Fellowships are the school’s most prestigious awards, and currently, 23 scholar and 11 fellow recipients are benefiting from this generous gift.

“Mr. Bryan had a deep interest in the students chosen as scholars and fellows, and for good reason,” said Dr. Jim Weeks, dean of the Bryan School. “His support got many started with a solid education, who have since gone on to become successful leaders in the Triad and beyond. The foundation’s contribution will significantly enhance our recruitment abilities, which is especially important for our two new doctoral programs.”

The pledge, made as part of the Students First Campaign, will be distributed in annual increments of $200,000 for five years, beginning in January 2007. It will help recruit and educate some of the brightest business students, who are likely to stay in the area and contribute to the strength of the community.

“We see the business school at UNCG as being an asset to the business community and, really, to the community as a whole,” said Jim Melvin, president of the Bryan Foundation. “It has been and becomes more so every year.”

When counting gifts from Bryan, his estate, or the foundation that bears his name, he has given the business school more than $8 million dollars, including:

- A $1 million gift in 1984 to establish the Kathleen Price and Joseph M. Bryan Scholars and Fellows Program.
- A $5 million gift in 1995, a bequest to the school in the form of an unrestricted endowment.

In addition, his will directed that his Greensboro home become the UNCG Chancellor’s
Two strategic drivers are shaping the future for us — the University’s vision to become the leading public research institution linking the Triad region to the world, and the increasingly important need for UNCG and the Bryan School to support the economic development of the Triad, state and nation. With these goals in mind, we have undertaken the expansion of our masters programs and initiated two new PhD programs, all while continuing to build the quality of all our programs through internships, course consulting projects and other applied research and experiential learning opportunities.

The economic health of a region and nation is determined by the education of its people and the application of research produced by the faculty and students of major research institutions. As indicated by the recent Carnegie Classification of UNCG as a university with “high research activity,” the announcement of UNCG being awarded a $35M SERVE grant, and our record enrollments, we are achieving our institutional vision and solidifying our position as a major engine for economic development in this region and state.

I hope you enjoy reading and are inspired by the stories in this newsletter. Building the graduate programming and research profile of UNCG and the Bryan School depends greatly on the success of the Students First Campaign. The $1M endowment gift from the Bryan Foundation, targeted initially to support graduate fellowships, is a critical component for our financial plan to build our PhD programs. We are greatly appreciative of the Foundation Board’s vote of confidence in us. In addition to the six faculty cited for their editorship of journals in their fields and the three faculty cited for their recent research, there are many other faculty producing applied research to enhance the practice of managed organizations and to inform public policy. The story of the MBA consultancy (page 9) with the Children’s Museum is one of many examples of how our students improve local organizations’ effectiveness and efficiency through experiential learning and applied research in their coursework.

In future issues of this newsletter, we will share with you other examples of how we support the economic development of this region, state, and university through our educational programs and faculty and student applied research and outreach programs.

Warmest regards,

Jim Weeks

Joseph M. Bryan School of Business and Economics

Bryan School

In 1987, the UNCG Board of Trustees voted to name the School of Business and Economics in his honor to recognize his leadership and support to the school and the community.

A native of New York, Bryan came to Greensboro in 1931 and spent decades as a successful businessman, serving as senior vice president of Jefferson Standard Broadcasting Co. and as chairman of the board of Pilot Life Insurance Co. Bryan also worked to develop the Greensboro community through his leadership and philanthropy efforts. The Bryan Foundation is a charitable organization established after his death to carry on his meaningful work in the community.
Students First Campaign – Progress to Date

Alumni Step Forward to Support Students First Campaign

The Students First Campaign has attracted support from all constituencies of the university community, including alumni of all ages. Here is a sampling of recent gifts:

Martha Showalter Ashcraft ’42 and her husband, Tom, endowed a scholarship for business students. Martha led a successful career in politics before retiring to Nashville, TN, and Clearwater, FL, where she currently lives.

Joanne Brantley Craft ’50, her husband, Bill, and their son, David B. Craft ’85, made leadership contributions to the Craft Family Fund, an endowment that supports students in risk management and finance. David Craft is senior vice president of Craft/The Insurance Center.

Faye Young Eury ’56 and her husband, Lynn, endowed a scholarship for business students. Faye is a graduate of the commercial class and celebrated her 50th class reunion in April. Faye’s leadership commitment is the largest from any member of the Class of 1956.

Amelia Storms Hopkins ’79, ’91, endowed a scholarship for economics students.

Formerly senior vice president at U.S. Trust Company, N.A., Amelia is now vice president of investments with Granville Capital, Inc. Amelia served on the economics faculty in the 1990s and is a member of the Business Advisory Board.

Kirk Galiani ’87 made a leadership gift to the Dean’s New Venture Fund to support the school’s activities in entrepreneurship. Galiani, formerly president of Gold’s Gym International, is now developing state-of-the-art Gold’s Gym facilities in North Carolina, Virginia, and West Virginia.

For more information about the campaign and how you can participate, visit http://donate.uncg.edu.

Alumni News

Ann Rowell ’73 is a CPA and accounting instructor for Central Carolina Community College in Sanford, NC.

Tanya DeLong ’81 is a financial analyst for Pfizer, Inc. in Kalamazoo, MI.

Michael D. Smith ’82 is director of marketing development for Sprint in Overland, KS.

Peter LaMuraglia ’86 has earned the Certified Long-Term Care designation and is with Compass Financial Partners in Greensboro.

Jay Mack ’89, ’92 MBA is a vendor relations manager in the recovery department for Compass Bank in Birmingham, AL.

G. Blake Phillips ’89 is president of Vericom, Inc. and serves as treasurer for the board of directors of the Better Business Bureau of Eastern North Carolina in Raleigh, NC.

John Cunningham ’91 is a merchandising associate at VF Jeanswear in Greensboro.

Brad Kirkman ’91 MBA is an associate professor of management and Mays Research Fellow in the Mays Business School at Texas A&M University in College Station, TX.

Bob Ogburn ’93 is vice president of finance at Triad Guaranty Insurance Corp. in Winston-Salem, NC.

Cynthia Morgan ’94 is an economist in the EPA’s National Center for Environmental Economics in Washington, DC.

John R. Carawan, Jr. ’96 is a senior consultant with Deloitte & Touche LLP in Washington, DC.

W. Charles Parks ’96 MSA is a CPA and accounting lead instructor for Central Carolina Community College in Sanford, NC.

Justin Troilo ’96 is a business manager with AT&T in Tempe, AZ.

Nicole Smith Shelton ’97 is a payroll accountant with the Greensboro Housing Authority in Greensboro.

Stephen Shelton ’97 is a commercial account manager for Piedmont Truck Center in Greensboro.

Janet Bruner ’98 is a cost accountant with Taylor Brothers in Winston-Salem, NC.

Don Knight ’98 is a product evaluation analyst at AIG-United Guaranty in Greensboro.

George W. “Bill” Prigge ’99 MBA is the assistant dean for administration and finance at Georgia State University College of Law in Atlanta, GA.

Eric Addo ’00 MSA is a manager in application management with Scottish Re™ in Charlotte, NC.

Kerry Gustafson ’00 MBA is the manager of pricing/quotations for Tekelec in Morrisville, NC.

Sara Klie ’00 is an associate with Booz Allen Hamilton in McLean, VA.

Annitra Martin ’00 is a financial report analyst with Sonic Automotive in Charlotte, NC.

Robert Timmons ’00 is a plan consultant with the Montgomery County Deferred Compensation Plan in Rockville, MD.
Charlotte Business Woman with Ties to Triad Honored

Beta Gamma Sigma, the international honor society for business students, inducted Dr. Charlotte Roberts, a consultant, speaker, and author, as an honorary member March 29, along with 46 other top students.

Roberts, a UNCG alumna, is currently president of Blue Fire Partners Inc., a strategic consulting firm in the Charlotte area. She has coauthored several leadership books that have sold more than one million copies throughout the world.

“As tomorrow’s leaders, I hope you will follow your hearts and find ways to lead that honor the human spirit,” encouraged Roberts during the induction ceremony.

Roberts serves on the Board of Visitors at UNCG and the Board of Trustees of Guilford College.

Beta Gamma Sigma is the nation’s top business honorary society, and induction is considered the highest honor that a business school student can achieve.

MBA and MSITM Alumni: Get Connected!
The Bryan MBA and MSITM programs invite you to join BryanConnects, a database of graduate program alumni who will serve as career mentoring contacts for Bryan graduate students and fellow alumni. BryanConnects, to be launched early this summer, will allow you to stay engaged with the school by giving career advice and feedback to students and alumni as they consider career paths and changes.

Participants choose their level of interaction and involvement ranging from phone and email conversations to lunch meetings. The database of names and contact information is accessed only by current students and fellow alumni through authenticated login and password protection.

To sign up, please email Brent Atwater in Graduate Career Services at Brent_Atwater@uncg.edu for assistance on registration via the Bryan Graduate Career Services web site. Thank you for staying engaged with us!

Beta Gamma Sigma Inductees

Forty-six students consisting of nineteen masters, twenty-one seniors, four juniors and two 2nd recognitions were inducted into the Bryan School Chapter of Beta Gamma Sigma on March 29, 2006.

Valeria Ballini  Laurence Bezy  Melke Bizuneh  Debra Brower  Stephanie Carter  John Cathey  Anna Chase  William Clarke  Susan DeCamp Freeze  Jessica Dickerson  Ana Elliott  Jan Freundenberg
Laura Garduno Garcia  Mary Jantzen  Yang Jin  James Kidd  Gordon Lindsay  Roy Lowe  Monica Martin  Sean McGinnis  Raj Mikkilineni  Andrea Miller  Scott Milman  Maria Moran Argudo
Teresa Neal  Thomas Ohlinger  Lena Ossendorf  Cory Parsons  Kenneth Pearce  Nana Ama Poku  Gary Priddy  Tracie Quiring  Vasmathy Rao  Mitisha Ratliff  Amanda Stafford  Newby Staley
Robert Stevens  Jeremy Stone  Rupal Tamboli  Sean Taylor  Tania Thurston  Trang Trinh  Emily Trzyna  Lauri Wogenschin  Sara Woods  Robert Zarecky
Rosenbaum Naps Big on the Sports Pages

While Bryan professors are frequently quoted and published in scholarly journals and national publications, it’s not every day one graces the pages of perennial favorite *Sports Illustrated*. Economics professor Dan Rosenbaum was quoted in an October 2005 feature story on how the NBA judges a player’s individual talent and performance.

Rosenbaum and colleague Dean Oliver, a consultant to the Seattle Super Sons, discuss how they use statistics to analyze how players are evaluated and scouted. They look at how players perform both on the court and off, and through complex equations, they are able to quantify a player’s true value to the team.

It’s not all about the numbers, either. Rosenbaum discusses fouls, free throws, rebounds, and possessions to come up with his data, all vocabulary of particular interest to the magazine’s readers. His research bridges the gap between sports aficionados and economic statistics to create a meaningful method of evaluation.

While they’re quick to claim this is not an exact science, they are confident this can be a real boon to some of the NBA’s greatest. Thanks to Rosenbaum’s work, the Bryan School scores another “slam dunk” in the country’s scorebook as a leader in scholarly, but also interesting, economic research.

Good Economic Times Can Mean Health Risk

A prosperous economy may not necessarily lead to a healthier society, says economics professor Christopher J. Ruhm. In a recent *New York Times* article, he claims many believe that more jobs bring increased health care coverage and a healthier population. However, his research shows that a one-percentage-point fall in the unemployment rate leads to 12,000 deaths a year in the U.S.

He explains that when the economy improves, the number of car and workplace accidents rise; deaths from heart attacks, flu, and pneumonia increase; smoking, drinking, and obesity become more prevalent; and physical activity falls.

“Good life events,” Ruhm said, “don’t always lead to good health.”

Rising incomes tempt our powers of self-control, effectively lowering the cost of a bottle of good Scotch, a buttery steak Bordelaise, and other luxuries that are more enjoyable than healthy.

The article mentions how gym memberships ironically increase during recessions suggesting that people may use their increased free time to take their stresses out through exercise. Interestingly, sales of Budweiser, on the other hand, appear to move in the same direction as the economy. In 2001’s recession, sales at Anheuser-Busch rose at the slowest pace in the last five years.

He also found similar patterns in foreign economies including Britain, Germany and Japan.

Ruhm began to study the subject after he came across a number of academic papers that mentioned the health dangers of recessions. But the notion was rarely backed up, so he sought out research to isolate the interaction between health and the business cycle.

Strong economic growth makes a country wealthier, giving it more resources to invest in research and technology, which eventually prolongs lives. But, his research reminds people to invoke more self-control no matter what the economic pattern if they are to maintain a healthy lifestyle.

Numbers, Numbers, Numbers!!!

Did you know that the production of crude petroleum has been decreasing in the U.S. since 1970? Or that more bricks were produced in 1906 than in any other year? Or how about that infants faced a mortality rate in the 1870s of more than 30 times today’s level?

Numbers like these abound in the *Millennial Edition* of the *Historical Statistics of the United States* published by Cambridge University Press in February. It consists of five separate volumes covering population, work and welfare, economic structure and sectors, government, and international trade and relations.

Eighty scholars collaborated for nearly a decade on the project including associate professor of economics Kenneth Snowden who contributed the chapter on Construction, Housing and Mortgages. Snowden points out the edition was designed as a single authoritative reference that connected and combined modern and historical data for the American nation and economy.
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We have made every effort to ensure the accuracy of this listing of donors and apologize if your name has been misspelled, misplaced, or omitted.
For questions, or to report any mistakes or omissions, please contact us at BryanAlumni@uncg.edu or 336.334.5338.
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Corporations/ Foundations/ Organizations
AMP/Tyco Electronics Corporation
APICS
Bank of America
BDO Seidman, LLP
Beta Gamma Sigma, Inc.
Borders Inc.
Charles Schwab Corporation Foundation
Cherry, Bekaert and Holland, LLP
Community Foundation of Greater Greensboro
Dixon Hughes, PLLC
Engineered Controls International, Inc.
Ernst & Young, LLP
Gradison Foundation
Grant Thornton, LLP
International Textile Group
Jefferson-Pilot Foundation
Jefferson Pilot Financial
Konica Minolta Manufacturing USA, Inc.
KPMG Peat Marwick Foundation
Leeper, Kean & Rumley
Lorillard Tobacco Company
Lucky Landports, Inc.
Market America, Inc.
North Carolina Association of CPAs
PriceWaterhouse Coopers LLP
Sara Lee Foundation
Sharrard, McGee & Co., P.A.
State Street Inc.
United Guaranty Corporation
University of Notre Dame
US Trust Company of North Carolina
VF Services, Inc.
Wachovia Corporation
Whitener Foundation

Donors to the 2005 Bryan Class Gift:

Ehtisham Abdullah ’05
William Cory Alford ’05
Patricia Ann Allen ’07
William Kemp Allen ’07
Sahirah Al-Ugdah ’05
Kwasi Amoako-Gyampah
Candice Lea Anderson ’05
Gaye N. Anderson ’82
Anonymous (6)
David Raymond Arneke
James B. Arnold
Chiquieta Renee Arrington ’05
Barbortolo Augugliaro ’08
Bradley Alan Ayscue ’07
Ethan Ansel Bailey ’95
Leslie Denise Bailey ’94
Brandon Daniel Beck ’06
Andrew Chase Berrier ’05
Mary Ellen Boelhower
Seresa Marie Boyer ’05
Julie Ann Brame ’05
Anthony Luis Brewer ’05
Tamela Shane Brinson ’08
Debra Shaw Brower ’05
Christopher Kelly Browning ’05
Lew G. Brown
Daniel Bustamante ’05
Michael T. Byers ’05
Jan Rowe Capps
Kristin Lee Carlson ’06
Jennifer Lynn Carter ’05
Pamela R. Cash ’90
Nicholas J. Chabra
Issam Khalil Cheikh-Ali ’07
Fatmata Bintu Cole ’05
Cameron A Cooke ’05
Douglas W. Copeland, Jr.
Ron Marcellus Corbin ’05
Garrett Miller Couch ’05
Jay Dewitt Couch ’05
Doris Cogvinton
Sheldon Delano Craven ’05
Matthew Allen Craver ’05
Todd Allan Crawford ’05
Susan Michelle Crawley ’06
Jimmy Davon Crews ’05
Joseph Scott Daniels ’07
Molly Devine ’07
David L. DeVries
Regina Tipps Donnell ’05
Greta N. Dunn ’07
Nancy W. Dunn
Christina Lynn Dziak ’05
Jonathan Richard Easley ’05
John L. Eatman
Richard A. Ehrhardt
Tuisha Melvyn Fernandes ’04
Lindsey Hunt Ferrell ’07
Matthew David Fields ’05

Bryan Class Gift:

Betty & Robert Brooks Endowed Master’s Fellowship in Economics
Bryan School Enrichment Fund
Bryan School Scholarship Fund
Business Administration Enrichment Fund
Charles Mcemine Fund
Craft Family Endowed Fund in Business and Economics
Deans New Venture Fund
Dixon, Odom & Company Scholarship Fund
Economics Enrichment Fund
Faye Young Eurry & Lynn W. Eurry Scholarship Fund
Global Business Studies Endowment
Helen Gray Vestal Scholarship
Information Systems & Operations Management Endowment Fund
ISOM Faculty and Staff Student Award Fund
J. Norman Black Scholarship Fund
James V. Thompson Scholarship Fund
Kathy Bowman Atkins MBA Program Fund
L. Mcgehee Porter MBA Program Endowment
Laura Ann Curry Scholarship Fund
Lois E. Frazier Scholarship Fund
Market America Graduate Fellowship Fund
MBA Alumni Scholarship Fund
MBA Program Development Fund
Nido & Mariana Qubein Scholarship Fund
Norman G. & Sylvia L. Samet International Education Fund
Patricia B. Lexie Scholarship Fund
Prashant & Madhu Palvia International Education Fund
Richard Flanagan Scholarship Fund
Richard Watkins Vernet Scholarship Fund
Sharrard, McGee and Company, PA Fund
Students First International Education Fund
Sue & Gordon Cole MBA Program Endowment
Lora Reeves Thrash Scholarship Fund
Toaksie Tucker Maloney Endowed Scholarship Fund
UNCG Bryan School Business Partners Fund
Virginia Batte Phillips Distinguished Professorship in Business
Virginia Batte Phillips Faculty Development Fund in Business

Gifts were received for the following funds:

2005 Bryan Class Gift
Accounting Enrichment Fund
Albert S. Keister Scholarship in Economics
Amelia Storms Hopkins Scholarship Fund
Anne Braswell Rowe and William Mercer Rowe Endowed Fund
Beta Gamma Sigma Scholarship Fund
Sheneka Lakeya Foskey ’05
Gary R. Freeze
Susan L. Freeze
Matthew R Fuller ’05
Benjamin Dale Gammon ’06
David Michael Garton, Jr. ’06
Alexander Gerding ’06
Andrew Joseph Gerlach ’06
David M. Gibson ’05
Ja’Pheth Cordell Green ’05
Floyd Elmer Gwyn, III ’04
Kathy W. Gwyn
Renee Diane Hall ’09
Lakshmi Hariharan ’07
Kevin Louis Harris ’07
Kristen Alexis Harris ’05
Eloise McCaiss Haltz
Marianne Elizabeth Hayek
Bryant Derrick Heilig ’05
Juljana Henry ’05
Melissa Jean Hershberger ’88
Gerald L. Hershery
Charlena Estelle Hogue ’06
Stacy Celeste Holland ’06
Stephen Paul Holland
Debra G. Honeycutt
 Amelia Storms Hopkins ’79, ’91
Douglas Thomas Hubert ’05
Diana Suttle Hunter ’07
Eric Riley Hunter ’05
Devon Marie Isaacs ’05
Terry L. and George A. Jacobs
Stephanie Frances Johnson ’05
Angie Diane Keaton ’05
Joshua David Kennedy ’06
Richard Moller Kohn ’08
Cameron Lee Koontz ’05
Kristen Lynn Koziol ’05
Roban Krioti ’06
Melissa Denny Krueger ’07
Rebecca Walters Latta ’05
Stephen K. Layson
Carol Ann Leach ’04
Christopher Lee ’05
Sallye T. Liner ’81
Stephanie Marie Locke ’06
Jeronymie Janee Lofton ’07
Jessica Ann Long ’05
Claudia Almeida Lorenzoni ’04
Kevin B. Lowe
Daniel Lynch ’87
Jason Alan Mabe ’05
Samatha Ann Mahanay ’05
Eugenie Marie Marcelle Marion ’05
Margaret Markham ’76, ’05
Aaron Nelson Marks ’05
Rachel Colleen Martel ’05
M. Lee McAllister
Cynthia D. McCauley
Nikki Veseva McCray ’05
Donald L. McCrickard
Laurie Leigh McGovern ’05
Sharon Diane McLeod ’07
Keith Eugene Meinelt ’99
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Class Gift Continued
Damica Da Mitchell ’05
Matthew T. Modrow ’05
Joshua Peter Moore ’05
Anishal Youssif Mootassem ’05
James F. Morgan
Baxter Aalandus Motley ’07
Na’eem Bayan Mulkey ’05
Hediyiyih Noelani Narula ’05
Dianne Mappus Neal ’81, ’88
Lori Ha Nguyen ’05
Tyronne Germaine Nichols ’06
Jacqueline Nichole Nordahl ’05
Phillip Edward Norriss ’05
Debbie Lynn Norwood ’09
Anene Onyemelukwe ’05
Stella and Leonidis Outlaw
Robert William Owens ’05
Prashant Palvia
John O’Rourke Paradis ’07
Parandi Patel ’06
Trena Marie Patton ’05
Hai Thanh Phan ’05
Hoyt J. Phillips
Sandifer Michael Platt, Sr. ’05
William Angelo Pomarico ’98
Jennifer O’Barr Powers ’98
Stephen Wayne Pozil ’08
William J. Pratt, Jr.
Robin Marie Raimo ’05
Wesley Jacob Repokis ’08
Kedar Ramesh Revankar ’05
Tamara Louise Riley ’05
Lucy B. Robbins ’00
Jeremy Stephen Roberts ’05
Barbara C. and Robert J. Rogers
Daaiyah Muhsinah Saafir ’07
Kathryn Lenore Gwenevere
Salmon ’05
Norman G. Samet
Beth Leah Seal ’05
Lisa Diane Sharpe ’05
Susan Diane Sharpe ’05
Candise Sherrod ’06
Michael Joseph Shiver ’05
Shanna Onette Simpson ’05
Maureen Elizabeth Sintich ’05
Cynthia Marie Smith ’05
Elizabeth Parker Smith ’05
Gary L. Smith ’81, ’85
Emily Austin Snow ’05
William David Spearmar ’05
Jennifer Myers Spinelli ’05
Kelly Starkey
Christopher Lee Swinton ’03
Bridge Allene Talmage ’05
Brandi Renee’ Tedder ’05
Tomika Lynette Thurman ’05
Thomas G. Tilley, Jr.
Emily Kate Tryzna ’07
May Lee Vansteen ’05
Dax Hitzschkky Vieira ’05
Koenraad Vredeved ’05
Hal G. Waddell, III

Invest in Your Degree!
Gifts to UNCG strengthen academic programs, challenge top faculty, and provide opportunities for today’s students to reach new heights. As the Bryan School becomes stronger, your degree becomes more valuable.

- Bjorn Wallbrecht ’05
- Bjorn Alexander Wallbrecht ’05
- Brian Keith Wall ’05
- Elizabeth Sutherland Ward ’89
- Jennifer Beatrice Washburn ’06
- Sherry Maynor Watson ’05
- Israel Micah Weeks ’05
- James K. Weeks
- Angela Lee Welch ’05
- Beth Nicole Wengert ’05
- Nichole Ashby Weston ’05
- Eric Clay Whitten ’05
- Raeford B Wilkins ’05
- Charles Walton Williams ’05
- Corey J. Williams ’01, ’06
- Courtney Nicole Williams ’05
- Donna Leigh Williams ’05
- Joshua Leigh Williams ’05
- Kimberly Latoyah Williams ’05
- Daniel T. Winkler
- Arthur M. Winstead, Jr. ’78
- Hemalatha Reddy Yarragunta ’07
- Hoang Ynach ’08
- Akinori Yoshida ’06
- Robert Brian Zarecky ’05
- Takako Fukushima Zimmerman ’96

Corporations/Foundation/Organizations
AMP/Tyco Electronics Corporation
Bank of America
Bryan School Staff Council
Weaver Foundation, Inc.

Alumni news

Vadim Bogomolov ’01
MSA is a product controller with Wachovia in Charlotte, NC.

Simone Farah ’04 is a data base administrator with AIG-United Guaranty in Greensboro.

Julio Moran ’04 is a sales executive with Barquero Organic Shrimp in Miami, FL.

Virginia “Ginny” Luckhardt ’05 MBA is a nurse manager at UNC Chapel Hill in Chapel Hill, NC.

Matthew Modrow ’05 is a production manager with Bolection Door in Greensboro.

Sally Pinckney ’05 is a student loan product analyst for AIG-United Guaranty in Greensboro.

Thaddeus LeMar Shore ’04 is a programmer for information technology with First Citizens Bank in Raleigh, NC.

Lee Wright ’04 is an analyst in the Structured Products department at AIG-United Guaranty in Greensboro.

Jennifer Carter ’05 is an office assistant at Morvil Design Group in Wilmington, NC.

Robyn Jameson ’01 is a financial advisor and partner with Lehigh Valley Financial Group in Center Valley, PA.

Dan Mamo ’01 MA is a product analyst at the Domestic Consumer Group at AIG-United Guaranty in Greensboro.

Warren Bailey ’02 is the newly promoted director of operations accounting and facilitator for Piedmont Self-Advocates in Winston-Salem, NC.

Candace Breese ’03 is a staff accountant with Guilford Companies in Montgomery, AL.

Dana K. Carter ’99, ’03 MBA is a medical representative with Merck & Co., Inc. in Fayetteville, NC.

Timothy Farris ’03 is an associate programmer analyst – phase 1 biostatistics with PPD in Morrisville, NC.

Suzy Holt ’03 is the director of on-campus marketing for University Directories in Chapel Hill, NC.

We like to keep up with our graduates! Please send information about where you are and what you’re doing now to BryanAlumni@uncg.edu.

Mark Your Calendar!
The annual Bryan School golf tournament will be Saturday, September 16, at Bryan Park. Contact John Redmond, Pattie Hollinger or Denise Rodio at 336.334.3088 or toll-free at 877.775.3382. To contact them via email, write to opdp@uncg.edu or visit http://www.uncg.edu/bae/opdp.
**Student Learning in the Real World**

Bryan School students boosted their classroom learning by providing hands-on experience working with a local non-profit organization.

A team of MBA students recently consulted with the Greensboro Children’s Museum on ways to improve their image and perception in the marketplace. The students assisted the museum board in developing a vision statement, creating surveys, researching other national children’s museums, and interviewing museum stakeholders including board members, donors, staff, visitors, teachers, and museum members.

Another MBA team worked with Randolph Community College (RCC) to conduct a competitive and strategic analysis of the continuing education market. This was the second collaboration with RCC. The first project ultimately resulted in locating a satellite location of RCC in Archdale to better serve the needs of the region.

While gaining practical business experience, the students provided high quality consulting services to businesses and organizations throughout the Triad. During the spring semester, other MBA teams have been collaborating with area organizations. One group of students has been designing a comprehensive feasibility study on an ethanol facility for the Greensboro Center for Innovative Development. Another is conducting a supply chain mapping and logistics cost study for Tyco Electronics. Sun Trust has been receiving help from students on developing a strategic plan for the growing Hispanic market in the Carolinas. Students working with Red Hat have been helping to conduct a feasibility study for the company’s market expansion overseas.

Teams of undergraduate students also have the opportunity to put their learning into action through experiential learning. They have been working on marketing strategy projects with numerous area companies including Training and Development Solutions, Sensory Analytics, Bryson Industries, SourceHorizon, Inc., Bryan-Kelly Business General, Inc., SAM Restaurants, Inc., and Appalachian Apples.

Undergraduate teams also have been developing export strategies for Lindley Laboratories, Performance Textiles, Brooks Millwork Company, Carolina Precision Plastics, LLC, and Southern Mill Supply.

The opportunity to learn by doing is an incredible learning experience that allows students to apply textbook lessons to real world scenarios. The Bryan School is always looking for innovative ways to partner with community businesses and organizations. Please contact the Bryan School Dean’s Office at 336.334.5338, if your business would like to participate.

---

**Faculty Making an Impact**

*In the arena of scholarly journals*

**Daniel Winkler**, professor of finance, is co-editor for the *Journal of Real Estate Practice and Education*, which strives to stimulate research in real estate practice and education. The contributions from its content provide an essential source of information on the teaching of real estate and become critical to the educational understanding of areas such as development, finance, management, market analysis, marketing, and valuation.

**Lew Brown**, associate professor of marketing, is serving as editor for the *Case Research Journal* by the North American Case Research Association. The association’s 500 members write teaching cases based on their direct involvement with businesses and organizations. Authors capture information about an actual decision the organization faces and submit their cases for a blind, peer-review process to be used in the quarterly journal and business textbooks.

**Albert Link**, professor of economics, is the editor-in-chief for the *Journal of Technology Transfer*, which focuses on the theory and practice of technology transfer. Topics include the economic underpinnings of innovation and technology development; management practices and strategies toward effective technology transfer; related public policy, regulatory, and legal issues; and entrepreneurial strategies at universities that enhance the transfer of intellectual property and promote economic growth and global competition.

**Prashant Palvia**, professor of information systems, is the editor for the *Journal of Global Information Technology Management*, a highly respected publication recognized by IT scholars worldwide for its premier content, editorial board, and authors. Topics include electronic commerce, IT management, outsourcing, technology adoption, and cultural and societal impacts. Its interdisciplinary approach covers all areas of information systems as well as functional IT applications with an international focus.

**Hamid Nemati**, associate professor of information systems, is the founding editor-in-chief for the *International Journal of Information Security and Privacy*, which will publish a wide range of issues from technical to legal, regulatory, organizational, managerial, cultural, and ethical. The inaugural issue is planned for spring 2007.

**Riad Ajami**, professor of international business, is the editor-in-chief for the *Journal of Asia-Pacific Business*. The journal is a crucial source of information as western firms continue to expand investment in the Asia-Pacific region. With articles written by leading professionals, the journal provides a forum for practical application to business strategy, practice, and economic development; information systems; business law; finance; and accounting.
Aging is Good Business

To address the needs of the retiring baby boomer generation and to examine how businesses need to adapt themselves to this growing and affluent market, the Bryan School and the Gerontology Program at UNCG co-sponsored Aging is Good Business: The Silver Industries Model on April 3rd.

The conference led off with Neal Cutler, a financial gerontologist from Widener University. Cutler uses ‘silver industries’ to refer to businesses that create, produce, market and sell goods and services to older people.

North Carolina Lieutenant Governor Beverly Perdue was the keynote speaker.

“North Carolina is the third most desirable retirement state in the country and UNCG is tackling the needs of this emerging industry,” according to Perdue. She encouraged the collaboration of business, government, public agencies and higher education to meet the needs of the shifting population.

Other topics discussed at the one-day summit included retirement migration, marketing to older adults, financial gerontology, elder care issues in the workplace, corporate gerontology, economic opportunities in an aging society, small business innovation research, and future trends for businesses in an aging society.

A panel discussion focused on the business opportunities in the sliver market and included Jan Payne, SAS Institute, Steve Bell, Steven D. Bell & Associates, Jodi Olsheviski, The Hartford.

The summit is the latest innovation of the Bryan School and the Gerontology Program. In 2005, the Bryan School and the Gerontology Program launched a dual MBA/MS in Gerontology. This unique dual degree is unlike any other in the state and one of only a few that merges business education and gerontology.
Hard Work = Generous Dividends for Young Alumni

When Marc Ashley ’97 and Joe Bolyard ’92, ’96 MBA, were in their early 20s and working as part of a small team of entrepreneurs trying to build Market America Corp., they learned what true hard work and perseverance meant.

Today, the two are reaping the benefits of their labor. Ashley is chief operating officer, and Bolyard is executive vice president of international development at Market America.

“In those years, we did everything,” Ashley says. “We would answer the phone. We packed boxes of products. There were many times we would spend our Friday nights working late to get orders out.”

The pair look back at their efforts with appreciation and humility.

“We had to do the payroll – just everything possible to make this company run, we did it all from day one,” Bolyard remembers. “And, because of that, I feel we are better managers because I can look at someone and say, ‘Yeah, I’ve done that. I’ve packed boxes. I’ve made orders.’”

Often, they would rent a van on Friday afternoons, pack it full of Market America products, and drive all night to a high-growth state like New Jersey. They would spend the weekend at a conference selling Market America products and promoting the company and return to work Monday morning.

Their hard work has paid big dividends. Market America has been noted as one of the 50 fastest-growing companies in the Triad and employs more than 300 people. Its international reach has expanded to operations in Australia, Taiwan, and beyond.

“The thing is that we had the desire to make it successful, no matter what,” Bolyard says.

“If that meant putting on a suit and getting up and speaking, we did it. If that meant checking orders and getting out commission checks and double-checking them to make sure they were correct, we did it.”

Now, after more than a decade of business, the corporation is giving back to the Bryan School with a recent $125,000 pledge to establish the Market America Graduate Fellowship Fund.

The gift, part of the Students First Campaign, will provide fellowships for Bryan School graduate students with initial preference to candidates in the new information systems and economics PhD programs.

“Joe and I have always had a vision of timing for Market America,” Ashley says. “For the first 12 years or so, it was building the business and, for most of that time, Market America was a relatively unknown name. Now, our name is out there, and it’s time to give back to our community and our university.”

PhD Students Recognized at Conference

Two PhD students in Information Systems and Operations Management were recognized at a conference of their peers and professionals.

Rakesh Babu and Vishal Midha, received the “Best Student Paper Award” at the Southern Association for Information Systems Conference in Jacksonville, Florida.

Their paper, “Accessible e-Learning: Equal Pedagogical Opportunities for Students with Sensory Limitations,” focused on electronic learning for students with disabilities. The students assert in their paper that, if educational software systems for e-learning are made accessible, students with sensory impairments, such as the blind, can perform at the same level as students without impairments.

Mary Culkin, director of the Office of Disability Services at UNCG, said “the research highlights the principles of Universal Design, the idea of creating an environment usable by all people without the need for adaptation or specialized design.”

Babu is from Sambalpur, India, and Midha is from Chandigarh, India.

Merger of Finance and Accounting Departments Streamlines Structure

As management guru Peter Drucker and others have noted, business organizations long ago recognized the dysfunctional character of “stovepiped” structures, where each functional area kept to itself. Business schools, though often slow to catch on, are rapidly abandoning their own stovepipes as they recognize the need to enable students to become competent and multitalented managers and to produce research that surpasses disciplinary boundaries.

No two disciplines are better positioned to abandon their own conventional boundaries than accounting and finance, and the faculties in these areas have, of their own initiative, merged into a single Department of Accounting and Finance within the Bryan School. This merger aligns the organizational structure of the Bryan School to allow financial reporting and financial decision-making to work hand-in-hand.
The University of North Carolina at Greensboro is a leading student-centered university, linking the Piedmont Triad to the world through learning, discovery and service.

Parents: If this is addressed to your son or daughter who no longer lives at this address, please notify us of the new address by calling toll free 1.877.237.0021 or emailing BryanAlumni@uncg.edu.

In The News

The Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching released its 2006 Institutional Classifications. The Foundation classified UNCG as a research university with “high research activity.” Achieving the goal of an elevated research institution has been a goal of UNCG’s for several years. Provost Edward Uprichard is optimistic that the designation will add transition funding of up to $10 million to UNCG’s annual budget to support graduate students and the research enterprise.

SERVE Center at UNCG has received a five-year, $37.7 million federal contract—the largest grant or contract in the university’s history—to conduct research on interventions that support the improvement of Southeastern schools serving pre-kindergarten through high school students.